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LEAVE AND LET US GO 
Alexandra Rose Howland

£50 / €60 / $70

Published October 2021
180 x 220 mm, 340pp
450 colour images, 6 foldouts
Hardback, paper covered, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-58-3

Leave and Let Us Go presents a portrait  
of Iraq —a country often misunderstood 
and misrepresented. In this new book, 
Alexandra Rose Howland combines her  
own photographs with found images and 
written testimonies. Her aim is to challenge 
and expand the ways that geopolitical events 
are communicated. 



52021/2022

Sour-Puss: The Opera is the result of a 5-year 
collaboration between artist duo Diogo 
Duarte and Jessica Mitchell who also work  
in mental health. Consisting of photographs, 
drawings and texts, the ’Sour-Puss’ of the 
title is a composite character sometimes 
based on real-life Mitchell and real-life 
Duarte and their life experiences.

SOUR-PUSS THE OPERA
Diogo Duarte and Jessica Mitchell

£35 / €45 / $50

Published December 2021
220 x 290 mm, 104 pp
24 colour drawings and 32 colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
Essay by Anna McNay
ISBN 978-1-910401-56-9



72021/2022

TERRE A L’AMENDE
Mark Power

£35 / €45 / $50

Published September 2021
200 x 270 mm, 132 pp
70 colour images, 2 foldouts
Hardback, clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-65-1

The photographs in Terre à l’Amende by 
Mark Power were made on Guernsey and 
show a side of the island far removed from 
traditional picturesque representations  
of blue skies and beaches. Territorially and 
politically, the Channel Islands—of which 
Guernsey is the second largest—are 
complicated and this is reflected in this 
series of photographs.



92021/2022

DRUMMIES
Alice Mann

£40 / €50 / $55 

Published November 2021
240 x 290 mm, 128 pp
63 colour images
Hardback, paper covered, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-66-8 

This long-term project, by South African 
photographer Alice Mann, explores the 
unique sport of drum majorettes. The  
images depict the aspirational subculture 
surrounding all-female teams of drum 
majorettes affectionately known as 
‘Drummies.’

The sport has a long history in South Africa 
but in recent years, participation in the sport 
has dropped dramatically. However, in many 
marginalised communities, it is still taken 
seriously and considered a highly competitive 
sport. For those involved, being a ‘drummie’ 
 is a privilege—an achievement, indicative  
of success, hard work and commitment  
both on and off the field. 



112021/2022

THE SETTLEMENTS
Ken Taranto

£35 / €45 / $50

Published October 2021
230 x 310 mm, 112 pp
53 duotone images, 6 gatefolds
Hardback, clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-64-4

The Settlements is a topographical portrait 
of the architecture and landscape of the 
Jewish settlements in the West Bank. Taken 
over a period of four years, these black and 
white photographs reveal the genesis and 
evolution of the greater settlement project. 
Focused on the sharp contrast between the 
medium view from within the settlements 
and the broader view from their perimeters, 
the images belie the tense proximity of two 
peoples living on the same land.



132021/2022

SIN SALIDA 
Tariq Zaidi

£35 / €45 / $50

Published October 2021
200 x 272 mm, 160 pp
84 colour images, 1 gatefold
Hardback, paper covered, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-63-7

Sin Salida (No Way Out) by photographer 
Tariq Zaidi documents the impacts of the 
notorious Mara Salvatrucha gang (MS-13) 
and its rival Barrio 18 gang members on El 
Salvador. By depicting the gang members, 
police, prisons, murder sites, funerals,  
and the government’s war against the  
gangs, Zaidi illustrates the control the  
gangs have over the wider Salvadoran 
society, the violence through which they 
operate and the grief and loss resulting from 
the violence.



152021/2022

THE BOOK OF VELES
Jonas Bendiksen

£30 / €40 / $50 

Published November 2021
220 x 165 mm, 148 pp
65 images, 19 reproduction of historical 
pages
Hardback, faux leather covered,  
satin foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-61-3 

The provincial North Macedonian town of 
Veles placed itself on the world map as an 
epicentre for fake news production during 
the US presidential election of 2016. 
Tech-savvy local youth created hundreds  
of clickbait websites posing as American  
political news portals and may very well have 
contributed to the election of Donald Trump.

Photographs of contemporary Veles are 
intertwined with fragments from an 
archaeological discovery also called ‘the Book 
of Veles’ — a cryptic collection of 40 ‘ancient’ 
wooden boards discovered in Russia in 1919, 
written in a proto-Slavic language. It was 
claimed to be a history of the Slavic people  
and the god Veles himself—the pre-Christian 
Slavic god of mischief, chaos and deception.

Bendiksen interweaves these two stories, 
representing historical and current efforts  
at producing disinformation and chaos.
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MISCHLING 1
Sara Davidmann

£40 / €50 / $55

Published September 2021
230 x 300 mm, 116 pp
65 colour images
10 images printed in metallic silver on black 
uncoated paper
5 images printed metallic copper on black 
uncoated paper
Hardback, paper covered, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-55-2

Mischling 1 by Sara Davidmann is an 
investigation into the fate of the artist’s 
family during the Holocaust. The book 
connects past and present, silence and  
story, memory and identity through family 
photographs, propaganda, artworks,  
texts, artefacts and documentation.  
These materials are interwoven to  
reveal personal and collective stories  
of great loss and survival. 

2021/2022



192021/2022

CAMPESINO CUBA 
Richard Sharum

£40 / €50 / $55

Published September 2021
290 x 219 mm, 208 pp
106 duotone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-62-0

Photographer Richard Sharum travelled 
across Cuba to document the lives of 
isolated farmers, or ‘Campesinos,’ and their 
wider communities at a time of national 
transition. In 2015, Sharum began researching 
Campesino communities— the histories  
of these communities have formed the 
backbone of Cuba—and his resulting  
black and white photographs depict  
the intertwined relationship of people  
and the land they depend on.
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I AM WARNING YOU 
Rafal Milach 

£55 / €65 / $75

Published October 2021
210 x 265 mm, 312 pp  
(4 books of 68 / 76 / 144 / 24 pages)
Boxed set of four books with soft covers  
and exposed spines
ISBN 978-1-910401-60-6

I Am Warning You by Rafal Milach is a 
book-quadtych dedicated to three different 
border walls: American-Mexican (#13767), 
Hungarian-Serbian-Croatian (I Am Warning 
You) and the Berlin Wall (Death Strip). 
Collectively, alongside a collection of essays, 
they present an architectural survey 
dedicated to propaganda and control whilst 
also collecting experiences—the memories 
and scars—of the borderland communities. 
The quadtych represents various physical 
structures that are degrading from one book 
to another—from the heavily fortified 
American wall to the Hungarian electric 
fence to the traces and memory imprints  
of the Berlin Wall.

2021/2022



232021/2022

WEATHERING TIME
Nancy Floyd 

£35 / €42 / $50

Published February 2021
190 x 260 mm, 257 pp
1139 duotone images
Hardback cloth cover, foil debossed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-42-2

Nancy Floyd has been photographing  
herself since 1982, with the aim of taking  
a photo a day. The resulting project, 
comprised of over 2500 images, is a 
meditation on the passage of time, loss  
and the ageing female body. Weathering 
Time is the winner of the inaugural ICP / 
GOST First Photo Book Award. 



252021/2022

THE MOON BELONGS TO EVERYONE
Stacy Mehrfar 

£35 / €42 / $50

Published March 2021 
165 x 225 mm, 112 pp
32  colour images and 25 images printed 
silver on uncoated black paper
Hardback, Swiss bound
ISBN 978-1-910401-35-4 

The Moon Belongs to Everyone is a 
‘meditation on the contemporary 
experience of migration, of shifting 
continents, and fractured mindsets.’ 
Mehrfar’s work acts as an allegory for an 
increasingly ubiquitous, non-specific, global 
identity; an unidentifiable position she found 
herself in after immigrating to Australia.  

The Moon Belongs to Everyone attempts  
to visualize these contemporary global 
citizens—individuals whose identities are  
no longer defined by national borders, but 
rather by the experience of migration.  
Stacy Mehrfar



27

HOT DAMN! 
Chloe Sells

£50 / €60 / $70

Published Novmber 2021
210 x 290 mm, 160 pp
105 colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-45-3

2021/2022

Chloe Sells worked as a personal assistant 
for American writer and journalist Hunter S 
Thompson from 2003 until his death in 
2005. This new book combines Sells’ 
photographs of Hunter’s home —
documenting the interior, his possessions 
and handwritten notes—with landscape  
of Aspen, Colorado, and her recollections  
of her time spent working with him. Some  
of Sells’ hand-printed photographs have 
been overlaid with traditional marbling 
techniques from Italy and Japan, to create 
a psychedelic ride through the home of one 
of the most brilliant writers of our time.



29

ARCHITECTURE AND BEAUTY
John Balsom

£45 / €55 / $60

Published December 2021
210 x 280 mm, 136 pp
35 duotone and 51 colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-67-5

2021/2022
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WE DON’T SAY GOODBYE
Lorenzo Meloni

£50 / €60 / $70

Published Spring 2022
280 x 210 mm, 164 pp 
91 colour images, 23 images printed black  
on orange pages
Hardback cloth cover with a blind deboss
ISBN 978-1-910401-44-6

Since 2014, Lorenzo Meloni has documented 
the war against the Islamic State in Libya, 
Syria, and Iraq. His work in the Middle East 
focuses on the political balances of the 
region and the consequences of the 
conflicts on its population—often 
portraying scenes of destruction, 
displacement, exile and suffering.

2021/2022



332021/2022

FOUND, NOT LOST
Elliott Erwitt

£60 / €72 / $80

Published February 2021 
215 x 290 mm, 232 pp
171 duotone images
Hardback, cloth cover, foil debossed  
with a tipped in image 
ISBN 978-1-910401-31-6 

‘In my nineties, my work looks different than 
I’ve ever seen it before… There’s a time for 
photographs that say hello, and there’s a 
time to listen.’  – Elliott Erwitt

Over 170 previously unseen images by 
photographer Elliott Erwitt will be published 
for the first time in Found, Not Lost. 
Spanning more than sixty years, the 
photographs in the book, often taken during 
lulls or breaks between assignments in his 
prolific career, have been selected, edited 
and sequenced by Erwitt himself.
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BANK TOP
Craig Easton

£45 / €55 / $60

Published December 2021
245 x 310 mm, 134 pp
1 foldout page, 64 duotone images
Hardback clothbound cover
ISBN 978-1-910401-67-5

Bank Top explores the representation and 
misrepresentation of  northern communities, 
focusing on a small, tight-knit 
neighbourhood in Blackburn, England. 

The portraits in this book were all made  
in an area less than half a mile square during 
2019 and 2020. The work is a response, and  
a challenge, to the media label of Blackburn 
as ‘the most segregated town in Britain.’
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THE TRUTH IS, ITS IN THE SOIL
Ioanna Sakellaraki

£45 / €55 / $60

Published Spring 2022
230 x 290 mm
Colour and duotone images
Hardback clothbound

After the death of her father, Ioanna 
Sakellaraki’s photographic practice  
emerged and became the passageway  
for walking through personal grief.  
Following the personal story of loss, her 
project led her to explore the collective 
mourning of the last female community  
of mourners in Mani peninsula of Greece.

THE MENNONITES
Larry Towell

£ 60/ €70 / $80

Published 2022
185 x 250 mm, 288 pp
130 images duotone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed

Larry Towell first encountered the 
Mennonites near his home in Ontario, 
Canada, and his friendship with them gained 
him unique access to their communities. 
Rather than compromise their way of life, 
Mennonites have continually been forced  
to migrate around the world to maintain 
their freedom to live as they choose. 

FORTHCOMING



39FORTHCOMING

GOOD MORNING, AMERICA  
(VOLUME IV)
Mark Power

Published 2022
317 x 245 mm
Colour images
Hardback, clothbound

Good Morning, America (Volume IV ) is the 
fourth in an ongoing series of five books by 
photographer Mark Power exploring the 
cultural and physical landscape of the US. 

(Signed and special editions will be available)

THE UNCANNY 
Leonard Pongo

Published 2022
165 x 218 mm
Duotone images
Hardback, clothbound

Leonard Pongo, winner of the ICP / GOST First 
Photo Book Award 2020, first visited the Congo 
in 2011, where he stayed with his Congolese 
family, most of whom he had never met before.  
He was conscious that while photographing  
in the Congo, as a photographer educated in 
Europe, he would be confronted with his own 
limitations, bias, and stereotypes. This work 
explores the artist’s relationship to the Congo, 
and the process he went through as he tried  
to understand the region, reconnect with his 
heritage, and the reality that the Congolese face. 



41FORTHCOMING

PORTRAIT OF A DYNASTY, NORTH 
KOREA 1978-2019
Hiroji Kubota

Veteran Magnum photographer Hiroji 
Kubota has spent his life traveling extensively 
and recording the world around him. North 
Korea is the culmination of Kubota’s well 
over twenty visits to North Korea—by 
invitation from the country. At a time when 
North Korea was essentially closed to 
foreigners, Kubota has been given access, 
eventually given permission to photograph 
the son of Kim Jong-il, Kim Jong-un, as  
well as capturing a wide range of aspects  
of life in the country. This singular body  
of work shines a light on a once virtually 
inaccessible society.

ANGEL’S POINT	
Adam Ianniello

Published 2022
Duotone images
Hardback, clothbound

In this book, photographer Adam Ianniello 
has documented Angels Point- a park that 
consists of a series of public access trails  
and asphalt roads alongside the Elysian 
mountain range on the east side of Los 
Angeles. Once a home for a (sect) of  
Native Americans and then taken by  
Spanish settlers, it is now a public park 
inhabited by Angelenos who come to  
escape the urban sprawl. 
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DRUMMIES
Alice Mann

£300 / €360 / $405

Published November 2021
240 x 290 mm, 128 pp
63 colour images
Hardback, paper covered, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-66-8 

Edition of 100 copies with 10 print options 
available to choose from. 
One 10x8” C-type print, signed and 
presented in a bespoke designed slipcase. 
(Limited edition of 10 for each print)



45SPECIAL EDITIONS

I AM WARNING YOU
Rafal Milach

£200 / €240 / $280

Published October 2021
210 x 265 mm, 312 pp  
(4 books of 68 / 76 / 144 / 24 pages)
Boxed set of four books with soft covers  
and exposed spines
ISBN 978-1-910401-60-6

Edition of 50 copies 
Boxed edition with three colour 13 x 18 cm 
signed prints, one from each of the borders 
photographed; American-Mexican (#13767), 
Hungarian-Serbian-Croatian (I Am Warning 
You) and the Berlin Wall (Death Strip).

GOOD MORNING, AMERICA  
(VOLUME III)
Mark Power

£200 / €240 / $280
(Price increases as edition is sold through)

Published December 2020
317 x 245 mm, 136 pp
59 full colour images, 12 foldout pages
Hardback, clothbound
ISBN 978-1-910401-49-1

Edition of 100 copies (50 only available as an 
individual special edition*)
Signed book with a 12 x 9 inch gloss c-type 
print of ‘North Shore, Salton Sea, California, 
01.2015’, which is signed and numbered. 



47SPECIAL EDITIONS

FOUND NOT LOST 
Elliott Erwitt

£500 / €600 / $700

Published  February 2021
215 x 290 mm, 232 pp
171 duotone images
Hardback 
ISBN 978-1-910401-31-6

Edition of 50 copies with ‘ St. James’s Park. 
London, 1952’. Handmade, clothbound 
slipcase with 1x copy of the book with a  
tipped in signed sheet, and a limited edition 
10 x 8 “ silver gelatin print of ‘ St. James’s Park. 
London, 1952’ (unsigned but numbered and 
stamped on verso). 

(Also available with ‘Rio de Janeiro, 1990’ print)

FREEDOM OR DEATH (10 x 8)
Gideon Mendel

£835 / €1,000 / $1,200

Published November 2019
165 x 210 mm, 176 pp
87 full colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-39-2

Handmade clothbound box, foil debossed
Each box comes with the original signed 
10×8 inches vintage press print reproduced 
in the book (made in the 1980s and 1990s), 
with unique markings/captions.
We will contact you directly after your order 
to enquire which print you would like. 
(Also available with a 12 x 10 inch print) 



49SPECIAL EDITIONS

RETRACED 81 / 19
John Davies

£400 / €480 / $550
(Price increases as edition is sold through)

Published November 2019
215 x 265 mm, 192 pp
92 duotone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-34-7

Edition of 50 copies
Handmade clothbound and foiled slipcase. 
Includes two, 10 x 8 inch silver gelatin fibre 
based prints, Easington Colliery, England 
1983 and Site of Easington Colliery, England 
2004—one before and one after—
handprinted by the photographer, signed 
and numbered

FREEDOM OR DEATH (12 x 10)
Gideon Mendel

£920 / €1,100 / $1,300

Published November 2019
165 x 210 mm, 176 pp
87 full colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-39-2

Handmade clothbound box, foil debossed. 
Each box comes with the original signed 
12×10 inches vintage press print reproduced 
in the book (made in the 1980s and 1990s), 
with unique markings/captions.
We will contact you directly after your order 
to enquire which print you would like. 
 (Also available with a 10 x 8 inch print) 



51SPECIAL EDITIONS

THE CURIOUS MOANING  
OF KENFIG BURROWS
Sophy Rickett

£100 / €120 / $135

Published September 2019
210 × 290 mm, 8o pp
41 duotone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-30-9

Edition of 25 copies
Signed book with a 10 x 8 inch silver
gelatin print, ‘Rockall,’ signed and numbered 

GOOD MORNING, AMERICA   
(VOLUME II)
Mark Power

£150 / €180 / $205

Published July 2019
317 x 245 mm, 166 pp  
15 foldout pages, 70 full colour images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-20-0

Edition of 100 copies (50 only available  
as an individual special edition)
Signed book with a 12 x 9 inch gloss c-type 
print signed and numbered



53

GANGA MA
Giulio Di Sturco

£250 / €300 / $340

Published June 2019
165 x 240mm, 136 pp
68 full colour images 
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-28-6

Edition of 50 copies
Handmade clothbound box
Signed book with a signed and numbered  
8 x 10 inch Giclée print on Hahnemühle 
PhotoRag Satin paper, of Bihar, India, 2014

EX-VOTO
Alys Tomlinson

£250 / €300 / $340

Published March 2019
232 x 290mm, 98 pp
3 foldout pages, 47 duotone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
Essays by Dr Rowan Cerys Tomlinson, 
Professor John Eade and Sean O’Hagan 
ISBN 978-1-910401-27-9 

Edition of 50 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled slipcase
Signed and numbered book with a  10 x 8 
inch silver gelatin print of Untitled #01

SPECIAL EDITIONS
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GOOD MORNING, AMERICA   
(VOLUME I)
Mark Power

£150 / €180 / $205 SOLD OUT  

Published February 2019
317 x 245 mm, 136 pp
12 foldout pages, 57 full colour images
Hardback, clothbound, foil debossed
ISBN 978-1-910401-20-0

Edition of 100 copies (50 only available 
as an individual special edition)
Signed book with a 12 x 9 inch gloss c-type 
print signed and numbered

GOOD MORNING, AMERICA  
(VOLUMES I-V)
COLLECTOR’S EDITION
Mark Power

£750 / €900 / $1,015 (ed. 1-50) 
£1,000 / €1,200 / $1,350 (ed. 51-100)

PRE-ORDER 
Published 2019-2022
317 x 245 mm
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
5 volumes in a clothbound slipcase

Edition of 100 copies
5 signed books each with a 12 x 9 inch gloss  
c-type print signed and numbered

SPECIAL EDITIONS



57SPECIAL EDITIONS

FABLES OF FAUBUS 
COLLECTORS’ EDITION
Paul Reas

£350 / €420 / $475

Published December 2018 
300 x 230 mm, 240 pp 
140 duotone and full colour images 
Paperback, foil blocked 
Essays by Stuart Cosgrove, David Chandler, 
Ken Grant, Val Williams 
ISBN 978-1-910401-10-1 

Edition of 50 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box
Signed book and four  12 x 10 inch prints signed,  
numbered and dated. One black and white 
silver gelatin print and three C-Type prints

THE PARALLEL STATE
SPECIAL EDITION 1 PRINT
Guy Martin

£300 / €360 / $405

Published December 2018 
245 x 185 mm, 232 pp 
135 full colour images 
Hardback, paper-covered, foil blocked  
with 5 different French folded jackets
5 alternate sections on thinner stock 
Essays by Pelin Turgut, Piotr Zalweski 
ISBN 978-1-910401-22-4 

Edition of 25 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box
Signed book and a signed and numbered 10 x 8 
inch C-Type print on Fuji Crystal Archive paper



59

NON GRATA
Åke Ericson

£275 / €330 / $370

Published April 2018
230 x 305 mm, 140 pp 
67 tri-tone images
Hardback clothbound, French folded jacket
ISBN 978-1-910401-18-7

Edition of 15 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box
Signed book with a 10 x 8 inch silver  
gelatin print

SPECIAL EDITIONS

THE FIRST MARCH  
OF GENTLEMEN 
Rafal Milach

£100 / €120 / $135

Published April 2018
165 x 207 mm, 72 pp 
48 illustrations
Hardback, paper-covered
Text by Maciej Pisuk, Rafal Milach,  
Karol Szymkowiak. 
ISBN 978-1-910401-17-0

Edition of 100 copies
Signed book and two signed and numbered 
145 x 120 mm inkjet prints
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PITTSBURGH 1950 
Elliott Erwitt

£750 / €900 / $1,015
(Price increases as edition is sold through)

Published August 2017
225 x 305 mm, 140 pp
91 tritone images
Hardback clothbound, foil debossed
with a French folded jacket
ISBN 978-1-910401-12-5

Edition of 150 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box
Signed and numbered book with
a 10 x 8 inch silver gelatin print

NOWHERE FAR  
Nicholas Hughes 

£300 / €360 / $405

Published December 2017 
240 x 320 mm, 112 pp (8 pp printed silver  
and 8 pp printed gold) 
Hardback clothbound, screen printed cover 
Foreword by Brett Rogers and essays by Jay 
Griffiths and Martin Barnes 
ISBN 978-1-910401-14-9 

Edition of 50 copies
Includes signed and numbered book with  
a handprinted C-Type 9.5 x 11.5 inch print, 
 #5 from The Relentless Melt (2016)

SPECIAL EDITIONS
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POP
Brian Griffin

£500 / €600/ $675 (1 print)
£1,000 / €1,200 / $1,350 (3 prints)

200 x 253 mm, 392 pp
Paper-covered with two colour screen print
Essays by Terry Rawlings and Paul Gorman
ISBN 978-1-910401-13-2

Edition of 33 copies (1 Print) and edition  
of 10 copies (3 prints)
Clothbound, foiled box
Signed book with a 10 x 8 inch print, signed
and numbered (prints available below)

(top left clockwise)
Depeche Mode ‘A Broken  
Frame’ Archival pigment print; 
Joe Jackson ‘Look Sharp’ Silver 
gelatin print; Siouxsie And The 
Banshees ‘Dazzle’ Silver gelatin 
print; Echo And The Bunnymen  
‘Heaven Up Here’ Archival 
pigment print.

THE LAST TESTAMENT
Jonas Bendiksen

£275 / €330 / $370

Published September 2017 
65 x 240 mm, 464 pp
176 full colour images
Flexi cloth covered, foil debossed,  
with a bookmark ribbon 
ISBN 978-1-59711-428-8 

Edition of 150 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box 
Includes a signed and numbered book  
and 9 x 12 inch print

SPECIAL EDITIONS



65SPECIAL EDITIONS

DZHANGAL 
PRESENTATION BOX
Gideon Mendel

£125 / €150 / $170

Published January 2017 
225 x 280 mm, 80 pp
47 full colour images
Hardback clothbound, screen-printed 
ISBN 978-1-910401-15-6 

Edition of 50 copies
Brown cardboard presentation box
Includes a 10 x 8 inch Hahnemühle Photo  
Rag print (308 gsm), signed and numbered

THE WINNERS
PORTFOLIO EDITION
Rafal Milach

£1,800 / €2,200 / $2,450

Published September 2014
165 x 222mm, 112 pp 
53 hand ‘tipped-in’ full colour images
Hardback faux leather cover, debossed text
ISBN 978-0-9574272-7-3

Edition of 20 copies
Handmade clothbound, foiled box
Signed book and five 240 x 295 mm  
Giclee Hahnemuhle Pearl prints signed 
and numbered by the artist
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UKG
Ewen Spencer

£250 / €300 / $340

Published November 2013
210 x 280mm, 96 pp 
Hardback in gold cloth with foil deboss
Introduction by Mike Skinner and  
Essay by Jason Evans
ISBN 978-0-9574272-5-9

Edition	of	30
Each	copy	is	sold	with	one	of	three	10×8	inch	
archival	inkjet	prints	from	the	UKG	series,	
signed	and	numbered	on	the	reverse.

MAIDAN  – PORTRAITS FROM THE 
BLACK SQUARE
Anastasia Taylor-Lind

£400 / €480 / 550

Published July 2014
245 x 290 mm, 160 pp 
Hardback, cloth covered with different cloth 
from the standard edition, tipped in image 
with foil deboss
ISBN 978-0-9574272-8-0

Edition of 30 
Presented in a cloth covered box with foil 
deboss and includes two 16 x12 inch Giclee 
Hahnemuhle Pearl prints signed, numbered 
and dated on reverse.

SPECIAL EDITIONS
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QUESTIONS (AFTER 
BRECHT)
Karen Knorr
November 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-48-4
£35 / €40 / $45

PARADISE CITY
Sébastien Cuvelier
October 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-47-7
£35 / €42 / $50

SACKCLOTH AND ASHES
Witold Krassowski
May 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-40-8
£40 / €50 / $55

GOOD MORNING, 
AMERICA VOL III
Mark Power
December 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-49-1
£50 / €60 / $70 SOLD OUT

DALESIDE
Cyprien Clément-Delmas 
and Lindokuhle Sobekwa
November 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-52-1
£40 / €50 / $55

HAYAL & HAKIKAT
Cemre Ye il Gönenli
September 2020
ISBN 978-1-910401-50-7
£40 / €50 / $55
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SPOOR
Roger Palmer
July 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-29-3
£40 / €50 / $55

GOOD MORNING, 
AMERICA VOL II 
Mark Power
July 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-32-3
£50 / €60 / $70

EX-VOTO 
Alys Tomlinson
March 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-27-9
£100 / €120 / $135 SOLD OUT

FREEDOM OR DEATH
Gideon Mendel
November 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-39-2
£35 / €42 / $50

RETRACED 81 / 19 
John Davies
November 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-34-7
£45 / €55 / $60

WHEN WE LIE DOWN  
GRASSES GROW  
FROM US
Karolina Gembara
November 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-37-8
£30 / €35 / $40

SACRED SHANGHAI
Liz Hingley
October 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-38-5
£25 / €30 / $35

BITTER LEAVES
Rocco Rorandelli
September 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-36-1
£30 / €35 / $40

THE CURIOUS MOANING  
OF KENFIG BURROWS
Sophy Rickett 
September 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-30-9
£30 / €35 / $40

BACKLIST

GANGA MA
Guilio Di Sturco
April 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-28-6
£35 / €42 / $50

A TYPOLOGY OF BRITISH 
CHERRY BLOSSOM
Sam Vale
May 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-11-8
£50 / €60 / $70

GOOD MORNING,  
AMERICA VOL I
Mark Power
February 2019
ISBN 978-1-910401-20-0
£140 / €170 / $190 SOLD OUT
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THE FIRST MARCH  
OF GENTLEMEN
Rafal Milach
Published  April 2018 (2nd ed.)
ISBN 978-1-910401-17-0
£30 / €35 / $40

NON GRATA
Åke Ericson
Published April 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-18-7
£45 / €55 / $60

GOOD SICK
Jordan Baumgarten
Published April 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-19-4
 £40 / €50 / $55

NOWHERE FAR
Nicholas Hughes
Published December 2017
ISBN 978-1-910401-14-9
£50 / €60 / $70 SOLD OUT

FLAMINGO
Chloe Sells
Published November 2017
ISBN 978-1-910401-16-3
£40 / €50 / $55

POP
Brian Griffin
Published November 2017
ISBN 978-1-910401-13-2
£55 / €65 / $75 SOLD OUT

FABLES OF FAUBUS
Paul Reas
December 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-10-1
£35 / €42 / $50

THE PARALLEL STATE
Guy Martin
December 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-22-4
£50 / €60 / $70

TRILOGY
Lu Nan
October 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-25-5
£100/€120 / $135

WE ARE 
INDESTRUCTIBLE
Mads Nissen
Published July 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-23-1
£40 / €50 / $55

PENNY BUN HELPS  
SAVE THE WORLD
David Robinson
Published July 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-24-8
£25 / €30 / $35

SPUD
Brian Griffin
Published March 2018
ISBN 978-1-910401-21-7
£35 / €42 / $50

BACKLIST
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THE DEATH OF A  
BEAUTIFUL SUBJECT
Sophy Rickett
Published November 2015
ISBN 978-1-910401-05-7
£15 / €18 / $20

MEXICAN CRIME  
PHOTOGRAPHS
Stefan Ruiz
Published November 2015
ISBN 978-1-910401-04-0
£25 / €30 / $35

A HANDBOOK FOR  
DOG WALKERS
Tomáš Werner
Published April 2015
ISBN 978-1-910401-02-6
£15 / €18 / $20

HYENAS OF THE 
BATTLEFIELD, 
MACHINES IN THE 
GARDEN / Lisa Barnard
Published January 2015
ISBN 978-0-9574272-9-7 
£35 / €42 / $50

MONOCHOME | COLOUR
Mary McCartney
Published November 2014
ISBN 978-1-910401-01-9 
£75 / €90 / $105

MAIDAN – PORTRAITS 
FROM THE BLACK 
SQUARE
Anastasia Taylor-Lind
Published July 2014
ISBN 978-0-9574272-8-0 
£35 / €42 / $50

THE LAST TESTAMENT
Jonas Bendiksen
Published September 2017
ISBN 978-1-59711-428-8
£40 / €50 / $55

PITTSBURGH 1950
Elliott Erwitt
Published August 2017
ISBN 978-1-910401-12-5
£45 / €55 / $60

DZHANGAL
Gideon Mendel
Published January 2017
ISBN 978-1-910401-15-6
£25 / €30 / $35

THE PROSPECT  
OF IMMORTALITY
Murray Ballard
Published April 2016
ISBN 978-1-910401-03-3
£35 / €42 / $50

SWAMP
Chloe Sells
Published April 2016
ISBN 978-1-910401-08-8
£50 / €60 / $70 SOLD OUT  

GREY SKIES BLACK BIRDS
Stéphanie Borcard and  
Nicolas Métraux
Published November 2015
ISBN 978-1-910401-05-7
£30 / €35 / $40
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HONG KONG PARR
Martin Parr
Published November 2013 
ISBN 978-0-9574272-6-6 
£50 / €60 / $70

THE WINNERS
Rafal Milach
Published September 2014 
(1st ed. )
ISBN
£300 / €360 / $405

PUNKS
Karen Knorr and  
Olivier Richon
Published November 2013
ISBN 978-0-9574272-6-6
£25 / €30 / $35

CHATEAU DESPAIR
Lisa Barnard
Published January 2012
ISBN 978-0-9574272-0-4 
£25 / €30 / $35
 

BRISÉES
Helen Sear
Published January 2012
ISBN 978-0-9574272-2-8
£20 / €25 / $30

MASS
Mark Power
Published January 2012
ISBN 978-0-9574272-1-1
£100 / €120 / $135 SOLD OUT  

SPILL
Daniel Beltrá
Published July 2013
ISBN 978-0-9574272-4-2 
£30 / €35 / $40

SKIRTS
Clare Strand
Published June 2013
ISBN 978-0-9574272-3-5 
£25 / €30 / $35

UKG
Ewen Spencer
Published November 2012
ISBN 978-0-9574272-5-9 
£100 / €120 / $135 SOLD OUT  
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The ICP / GOST First Photo Book Award  
aims to promote and support the work of 
previously unpublished photographers and 
artists through the production of a first book 
by the ICP / GOST imprint.

For more information, please visit: 
gostbooks.com/bookaward/
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GOST Books is distributed by Ingram 
Content Group across the US and Canada 
and worldwide by Macmillan Distribution.

Founded in 2012, GOST Books is an 
independent visual arts and photography 
publisher based in London.

We pride ourselves on an uncategorisable 
output of diverse subject matter and design: 
from a chronicle of seven men claiming to 
be the Messiah; a study of Turkish soap 
operas; art works inspired by the largest 
breeding grounds for flamingos in the 
Southern Hemisphere; archive photographs 
from the Mexico City police department; 
to portraits of winners of state-run 
competitions in Belarus.

GOST aims to not only provide a platform for 
the work of emerging artists but contribute 
to print legacies of masters in the medium.


